
3 Methods in corpus linguistics: 
Interpreting concordance lines 

Introduction 

This chapter is the first of two that present some of the most 
commonly used methods and approaches in corpus linguistics. Pro
ducıng concordance lınes ıs perhaps the most basic way of processing 
corpus ınforma~ıo~, and most corpus users rely heavily on concor
dances and. theır ınterpretation. This is particularly true for those 
who are usıng a corpus in day-to-day teaching or translation, for 
whom an ıntuıtıve response to data may be more immediately useful 
than a more statıstıcal approach. For this reason, concordance Iines 
have a chapter to themselves in this book. 

This chapter offers a number of examples of corpus searches, each 
one ıllustratıng one or more points alıout the methodology of finding 
and ınterpretıng concordance lınes, and alıout the kind of findin<>s 
that emerge from such study. In this chapter, a number of topics a;e 
addressed, whıch mıght be summarised as follows: 

1 What ~ind of searches are useful in finding out about how English 
works. Examples are gıven of searches for a single word-form (e.g. 
poınt), for a lernma (e.g. CONDEMN), or for a series of words 
(e.g. on ADJECTIVE terms with). Sometimes a search is desianed 
to show not the words searched for but a concept that ~ften 
co-occurs w:th !t (e.g. what would co-occurring with expressions 
of hypothetıcalıty). In some of the examples given, a series of 
searches has to be conducted, because a single search cannot aive 
the required data in manageable form (e.g. a very frequent w"ord 
such ~s jıo~nt). In_ some cases, more cantext than single concord
ance lınes ıs requıred to allow conclusions alıout reaularity to be 
drawn (e.g. I must admit). " 

2 How can concordance lines be presented in an accessible way? 
Exaınples are gıven of sets of lines which are unsorted, and Iines 
whıch are sorred alphabetically. Concordance lines are also shown 
ın groups which have been selected and organİsed to illustrate a 
partıcular behaviour. 

3 What are concordance lines useful for? Although this topic will be 
taken up ın much greater depth in chapters 5 to 8, this chapter 
does suggest some of the maın types of information that can be 
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gained from concordance lines, and what this might he used for. 
The main use that is illustrated in this chapter is examining the 
meaning and behaviour of individual lexical items, and the prag
matic meaning of given phrases. 

4 What do we see in concordance lines? or, Why are concordance 
lines worth looking at? These questions as they stand are perhaps a 
little disingenuous, and may be re-phrased as: What view of 
language does this chapter want to put across? and What general 
assumptions about language investigation are ınade in offering 
concordance lines as a source of information? The view of 
language taken in this chapter is in accord with that deseribed in 
more depth in chapter 6, which prioritises lexis and stresses the 
association between pattern and meaning (both lexical and 
pragmatic). Exaınples are chosen that illustrate this view, illus
trating general and detailed patterns of lexis, word meaning and 
pattern, and sernantic prosody and pragmatic meaning. Addition al 
assumptions are that observed language is a more valid object of 
study than intuition, that it matters how frequently a linguistic 
item occurs, and that a corpus can produce results that can be 
extrapolated to a more general category of language. 

The chapter begins with an introductory seetion showing what 
concordance lines look !ike and how their presentation can influence 
their interpretation. The chapter then moves on to ask what is 
observable from concordance lines, and to show how searches can be 
adapted to cope with a lot of data. From there we look at infor
mation gained from more cantext than the simple concordance line, 
and probes are used. The fina! seetion summarises some of the issues 
raised in the chapter. 

Concordances are an example of what I refer to as 'word-based' 
methods of investigating corpora. Chapter 4 will compare these 
methods with 'category-based' methods and consider the advantages 
and disadvantages of each. 

Searches, concordance lines and their presentation 

A concordancer is a program that searches a corpus for a selected 
word or phrase and presents every instance of that word or phrase in 
the centre of the computer screen, with the words that coıne before 
and after it to the left and right. The selected word, appearing in the 
centre of the screen, is known as the node word. Here are 15 
randomly-selected concordance lines for the word critica! (from the 
1999 Bank of English corpus): 

yaksan
Highlight
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atrack on gro_ıınd tar.gets \vill be critica! to success in any Gulf conflict 
for parcnts ıs to chı!dren to be critica! Som" .,,..,ys t , 1 f b . · ,_ "" · oencourage 
)cne ır _Y adop~ıng a ınore self-critical and experimeııral approach. 

. . fhese fıln:s have a self-critical subtexr and a depth of 
wıthın Afghan socıetv. Arney is critica! of rhe i ek f ı· . ı 

Th D ·ı -ı 1 · · a o po ıtıca 
. e aı Y_ e_ egra ph r~mains critica! of Syria and Iran. It saysason 

guard ~h~; ınsısts :ma lıterary-critical seminar correct me if J'm wroncr 
. DeConc~nı s lerter ıs even more critical. The conımittee said that even ""' 

claım to havı~g help~d, thr?ugh his critical writing, to sa ve figurative 
B thıs c~rtaınly _mıghr_ be a critica! cl uc. Physical relaxation ınay just 

utha mo~e c_onsıdered _vıe\V, hıghly critica! of Eden, was cxpressed amono- both 
t at co onıal possessıons ':"ere ~f critica] tınportance for advanced or ;::. 

a n~ental health professıonal ıs critica! to the success of the therapv. In 
n~arli _3 t·entury la;er .. Led at this critica! juncture by a ınan wirh visi.on and 
t e c ııe ınspcctor s vıew ınay be critica! in determining i ts future 

lt is helpful to sart these lines so that the liues that are !ike each 
other ıu some way appear next to each other. Below are the same 
lınes slorted so that the words immediately before (to the left of) 
f.~tı!ca afre ın alphabetical order. The words that the corpus user is 
ı e Y to ocus on are prınted ın bold. 

this certainly might be a critica! cluc. Physical relaxarion ınay just 
at;ack on gro~nd tar_gets will be critica! to success in any Gulf confiict 

or ~ar_ems ıs to chı!dren to be critica!. Soıne ways to encoura c ' 
B the ch d nı>peaor's vicw may be critica! in dcte•·mining its furur! 

u_t a more ~onsıdercd vıew, highly critica! of Eden, was expressed amon both 
daım ~o ~avıng he!ped_, through his critica! writing, to save fio-urative g 

wıthın Afghan socıety. Arney is critica! of the lack of poli~ica! 
of a m~ntal he_alt!ı professi?nal is cr~t!cal to the success of the tlıerapy. In 

tu~.ıd \~h?, ınsısts _ona lıtcraı:-y-crıtıcal seminar correct me if l'rn wrong 
e .oncı_nı s lerter ı_s even morc critica!. The committee said that even , 

TH~1~ colonı:ı, p~s~essıons were of critica! im portance for advanced or 
AI~.Y 1 ELEG~APH remains critica! of Syria and Iran. It sav s as on 

benefıt b_Y adop~ıng a morc self-critical and experimental appr~ach. 
fhese fılms have a sdf-critical subtexr anda dept!ı f 

nearlv a ccnturv 1 t ı d h" · · ı· 
0 

. ' a er. .e at t ıs crıtıca ıuncture by a man with vision and 

f This f o~ganisation highlights the fact that critica! often follows a 
horm o ht )e ver b BE (be or ıs) and sametimes follows a determiner (a 
ıs or t ı~ . ın a no un_ group. lt is son1etimes used in compounds such 

as self-crıtıcal, and ıt sametimes follows a grading adverb (highl 
more) . . Here are the same lines again, this time sorted so that t~ 
w~rds ~mmedıhately after (to the right of) critica! are in alphabetical 
or er. gaın, t e words the user is likely to focus on are in bold. 

benefit bv adopting a If · · 1 d . '. . ~ore se -crıtıca an experımental approach. 

1 
l th_ıs ccrtaınl~· ınıgbt be a critica] duc. Physical relaxation may just 

\1at c~ 0~1ıal possessıons were of critica! importance for advaııced or 
t ıe chıef ınspector's view may be critica! in dererınİning i ts future 
nearly a century la ter. Led at this critica] juncturc by a 'man with visioıı and 
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wirbin Afghan society. Arney is critical of the lack of po! irical 
THE DAILY TELEGRAPH remains eritkal of Syria and Iran. lt saysason 
But a ınore considered view, highly critical of Eden, was expresseel among both 

guard who insists ona literary-critical seminar correct me if I' m wrong, 
for parents is to children to be critical. Some ways to cncouragc 

These filıns have a self-crirical stıbtext anda depth of 
DeConcini's Jetter is even more critica!. The committee said that C\'Cn 

attack on ground targers will be critica! to success in any Gulf conflict, 
of a mental health professional is critica! to the success of the therapy. In 

daim to having hclped, through his critical writing, to save figurative 
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Sorting the lines this way highlights the fact that critica! is some
times followed by of, to and in. A different meaning of critica! is 
associated with each preposition: be critica! of is associated w ith the 
"negative opinion' meaning of critica[, whereas be critica[ to and be 
critica! in are associated with the 'important' meaning. The lines also 
show, again, that critica! is sometimes followed by a no un. The most 
frequent meaning in that case (as in critica[ clue, critica! importance 
and critica! juncture) is the 'important' meaning. (Critica/ writing İs 
an other meaning.) 

Even in these few lines, then, we begin to see something of how the 
word critica! behaves. lt is both an attributive adjective ( occurring 
before a noun) anda predicative one (occurring after a link verb), 
though on the evidence of these lines the predicative use is slighdy 
more frequent. The adjective is followed by certain prepositions, of 
which of and to appear to be the most frequent. Each of the 
behaviours of critica[ is associated more closely with one meaning 
than another, according to the evidence of these lines. When used 
attributively, critica! is likely to m ean 'important', as it does also ın 
the phrase be critica[ to. The meaning of 'negative opinion' is 
associated with the phrase be critica! of. 

Thelinesfor critica! were selected using simply the word critica! as 
the search-word. Most concordancers allow the researcher to make 
more specific searches, with various permutations. For example, you 
may be able to search for a phrase, or for specific word-classes. 
Bel o w are so me lin es selected with the search 'on followed by an 
adjective, followed by terms, followed by w ith', which show the kin d 
of adjective that is used in this phrase. The lines have been sorted so 
that the adjectives appear in alphabetical order. 

family when she is known to be on bad terms with some of them. And it is hard 
a case of erm trying to be on equal terms with everybody else Yes. 

o!der rhan she was, she felt on equal terms wlth him. Anyway, it' s all. 
on they will have to beg on equal terrus \Vith the rest of the poor world for 

team even if they' re not on familiar terms with them. They've brought 
Mr Botha is said to be on friendly terms with Mr Mandela. Nevertheless his 
republics while staying on friendly terrus with the resourceful but hard-
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the Georgians, who were on friendly terrus with the Germans, the Armenians had 
information. Moutet was on good terms with the porters and deaners in 

th_ough she wamed to live on good terrus with the former Dutch colony, whose 
t wrıte to me; I wanr to stay on good terms with my postman. Write to Pere 
any reason. He left the pub on good terms with cverybody. He even borrowed 

dreaıns in which I'm on intimate terrus with the Queen. Woody Alien is 
months in disguise and on intimate terms with nomads and pi!grims- not 

more importaııt to be on teasonabi e terrus with the Israelis than to 

These adjectives can be grouped according to meanino-: familiar. 
friendly and intimate indicate a degree of closeness; good, ~easonabl; 
and bad indicare whether or not the two groups !ike each other· 
equal indicaıes a similariıy in status. Thus, three aspects of a relation: 
shıp- closeness, symmetry and affect (liking or disliking) - can be 
ındıcated by the phrase on+ adjective + terms + with. 

What is observable from concordance lines? 

In this seetion the main types of observation that can be ma de about 
concordance lines are exemplified. They are presented under the 
following headıngs: observing the 'central and typical', observing 
meanıng dıstınctıons, observing meaning and pattern and observino 
detail. ' o 

Observing the 'central and typical' 

Linguistic description of the kind that has been ıradirionaJ since the 
1950s focuses on distinctions between what 'can' and 'cannot' be 
said in a particular language, with little regard for whether what is 
possible frequently or rarely occurs in practice. Corpora cannot be 
used to determıne what is impossible in a languao-e, as they do not 
offer negative evidence, and they cannot really o even be used to 
determine what is possible, as a corpus may well contain utterances 
which any speaker of a language would reject as 'incorrect' (e.g. I' m 
JUSt sart of showıng you perhaps same dishes which are more 
healthier than others). In Swan's (1994) terms, there is no 'dem;;;;= 
tion' between the correct and the incorrect. In place of demarcation 
a corpus offers, information that a native speaker cannot replicate: a~ 
ındıcatıon of central and typical' usage (Hanks 1987: 124-125 · 
Sindair 1987a: 108, 114; Sindair 1991: 17). ' 
. The terms 'central' and 'typical' are often used synonymously, but 
ıt ıs useful also to make a distinction between theın in order to 
illustrate different types of centrality/typicality. 'Typical' might be 
used to descrıbe the most frequent meanings or collocates or 
phraseology of an individual word or phrase. To illustrate typicality, 
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here are ten randamly selected concordance lines for the phrase 
recipe for: 

and making ınerry are a sure-fire recipe for long-term damage to the mind 
Tuigamala and you could have the recipe for a World Cup surprise o~ nvo. 

On the face of ir, it should be a recipe for easy success. A female sınger
Civil Aviation Authority are not a recipe for failure but a time-bom b for 
notasa dangerous Treasury-view recipe for prolonged slump, but asa 

rallv in Edinburgh: 'It's a recipe for constitutional chaos. The 
massacr~ was no part of their recipe for governmenr. Because of this 

demand for efficiency savings w as a recipe for disastcr in cducation. 
9 to good material, and you have a recipe for serious success. But i~'s not.a 
lO or cucumber. A favourite \Xlelsh recipe for salmon trout (or scwın, asıt 

From the evidence of these lines, the typical meaning of recipe for 
is metaphoric rather than literal (only line 10 is an exception to this). 
Furthermore, ıhe nouns fallawing for are slightly more frequently 
negative ( damage 1, failure 4, slump 5, chaos 6, disaster 8) than they 
are positive (surprise 2, success 3 and 9) or neutral (government 7). 
When the phrase is metaphoric, it most frequently follows the verb 
BE and the determiner a (lines 1, 3, 4, 6, 8); most exceptıons to thıs 
(lines 2, 7, 9) are positive or neutral rather than negative. Thus, 
although the phrase recipe for has a range of meanıngs, collocates 
and grammatical co-texts, its typical use is in the sequence 'som~th.ıng 
is a recipe for something bad'. A typical example would be, Latıng, 
drinkino- and making merry are a sure-fire recıpe for long-term 
damage" to the miııd and body (line 1). This example does not show 
all the ways that the phrase can be used, but ıt combınes all the most 
frequent features. . . 

The concept of 'centrality' can be applied to caıegorıes of thıngs 
rather than to individual words. For example, the present progressıve 
in English can indicare the present (e.g. she's working at the 
moment), the future (e.g. she's taking an exam to.morrow), or no 
specific time (she's always making mistakes). As Mındt (2000: 262) 
shows, however, the future and 'timeless' uses are relatıvely ın
frequent, making the reference to presen~ time the central use of the 
present progressive. A central adıectıve mıght be one that occurs both 
attributively (rich man) and predicatively (he was rıch), whereas an 
adjective such as asleep occurs only predicatively, and so ıs. not 
central. In the recipe for examp!e, words such as damage and faılure 
form the class of nouns that centrally follow the phrase, whereas 
aovernment is less central. 
" Although speakers of a language may have mtuitions abouı 
ıypicality, these intuitions do not always accord wıth evıde,nce of 
frequency. Barlaw (1996) and Shortall (1999) use the term. proto
typical' to indicare a usage which is commonly felt to be typıcal but 
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which is not necessarily most frequent. They suggest that English 
teachıng course books tend to present usage which is protatypical in 
thıs sense but not typıcal ın the sense of 'most frequently occurrin~·. 
One example of this is comparatives. A prototypical (if out of da~e) 
example mıght be The USSR is larger than China (Hsia et al 1989: 
178), ın whıch the comparative adjective larger is followed by than. 
From a sample of 100 lines of larger from the Bank of En~lish. 
however, only 17 included than. In most lines, the adjecti~e i; 
followed by a noun, as in a much larger plan or their laraer but 
poorer northem neighbours, where the comparison is imp'!icit. A 
truly typıcal example would be as in the following: 

In some cultures such as Britain and America, women arcbitects and engineers 
are seldoru found._ Yet in others, such as Egypr and Eastern Europe, they form a 
far lar~ proportıon of these professions. (British non-fiction book) 

Here the two parts of the comparison are present, but not in the same 
sentence . 

. As noted in cbapter 2, Barlow (1996) has made similar observa
tıons with relation to the use of reflexive pronouns such as herself 
notıi?g that cc:mrsebook writers often present these pronouns con~ 
tras;ıvely, sertıng be proud of oııeself İn opposition to be proud of 
oııe s chıld, for example. Hsia et al (1989: 222) ask students to 
produce sentences such as I saw myself in the mirror; He hit himself 
wıth the hammer; W e drıed ourselves with the towel. Barlow notes 
that ın fact the reflexives have pbraseologies which are quite distinct 
from those associated with other pronouns. For example the most 
frequent!y used verb is FIND, and found myself by the sea'bas a very 
dıfferent meanıng from foıınd him by the sea. In addi tion, the other 
verbs wıth whıch reflexives co-occur most frequently are those 
ındıcatıng tboughts and speech, such as SEE, IMAGINE, VISUAL
ISE, CONSIDER and ASK (Barlow 1996: 9), rather than tbe verbs 
of physıcal actıon represented by he hit himself and so on. 

The psychologically protatypical is not necessarily to be ignored in 
language teachıng. Learners may find it difficult to grasp the meaning 
of comparatıves unless they are first presented with examples in 
whıch two ıteıns are compared explicit!y. Also, usages which are 
non-central and non-typical do stili exist and cannot be omitted from 
the learner's repertoire. Knowing what is central and typical in 
frequency terms, however, can indicare wbat the bulk of examples 
that a learner ıs exposed to should be !ike. 

In cbapter 6 the notion of typicality will be related to the idiom 
prıncıple and to the reduction of ambiguity in English. Ambiguous 
utterances, such as Tıme flıes, are sametimes used to illustrate 
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parsing techniques, or to ma kc jokes. (lt can mean either 'w~ percei.ve 
:ime to pass quickly' or 'use a stop-watch to time how quıckly flıes 
move'.) In practice, however, the first meaning is the most typıcaL Of 
52 instances in the Bank of English, 51 had the temporal meaıııng, 
.cnd tbe exception was part of a discussion about parsing. A speaker 
of English hearing Time flies does not need to work out whıch 
meaning is the most likely in a given context: typicality encourages 
the hearer to assumc only· one meaning unless the cantext makes that 
impossible. 

Observing nıeaning distinctions 

\lany words have ıneanings that are siınilar, and yet the words are 
not able to be substituted one for the other. Dictionaries, w hi ch dea! 
"'·ith words separately rather than comparatively, can be of little 
help, but observing typical usages of near-synonyms can . clarify 
differences in meaning. Corpus investigations that dıstınguısh 
between near-synonyms include those by Kennedy (1991; and see 
chapter 1) and Partington (1998: 33-46). 

Partington's study focuses on what he calls 'semi-grammatical' 
words, that is, words which by themselves carry only a general 
meaning. The examples he gives are the intensifying adject_iv~s she.er, 
pure, complete, utter and absolute. He points out that .dıctıonanes 
tend to define these words in similar ways, and even gıve them as 
svnonvms of each other. The Collins CoBUILD English Dieticmary 
(CCED), for example, suggests that complete and pure are synonyms 
of sheer; the Loııgınan Dictionary of Conteınporary English 
(LDOCE) gives pure as a synonym of sheer; the earlier Collins 
CoBUILD English Language Dictionary (CCELD) gives absolute asa 
su perordina te of sheer. In spite of this apparent similarity in n~eaning, 
the typical collocates of eacb adjective differ to quite a consıderable 
deo-ree. For example, sheer is used with nouns of degree or magnıtude 
(sh~er weight, sheer number), often in the pattern the sheer N of N 
(the sheer weight of noise, the sheer scale of the shelling). The other 
adjectives do not collocate with these nouns. In addi tion, sheeı- al one 
is often used in expressions indicating causality (through sheer 
iıısistence; out of sheer cussedness; by sheer hard work; because of 
sheer hard work; his sheer integrity got him though; his enthusiasın 
and sheer hard work meant that things ınoved quickly) (1998: 36). 
Complete is used with nouns indicating absence (complete ban), 
change (complete revamping), and destruction (coınplete collapse), 
often in the pattern the complete N of N (the comp!ete absmce of 
perspective) (1998: 43). Absolute is used witb what Partıngton 
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(1998: 45-46) calls 'hyperbolic' nouns, such as chaos, disgrace, 
genius, godsend, whereas the other adjectives are not. 

Ohserviııg meaııing and pattern 

One theme that bas emerged from all the examples above is that the 
meaning of a word is closely associated with its co-text. That is, 
although ambiguity is possible, for the most part the meaniııgs of 
words are distinguished by the patterns or phraseologies in which 
they typically occur. To illustrate this, it is commoıı to divide 
concordance lin es into sets, each set exemplifying one meaning. The 
first example given here is of a noun: initiative. This noun has three 
distinct meanings, shown here in three sets of concordance lines. 

Sc tl 
a practising GP. 'That ınakes this initiative attractive to all parties. Wc all 

said it \vill annemnce a nc\v Punjab initiative in the ncxt few davs to dea! with 
Giuliani's hıtest la\v-and-ordcr initiative is aimed at New York's drink-

a need for a new national initiative on imınunization- one that 
capital that he can use. And every initiative that a presidcnt underra kes, 
continua! Iatecomers as part of an initiative that has produced dramaric 

education. He said the initiative was aimed at remedying Britain's 

Here initiative is a count noun meaning 'something that sameone 
(usually a government ageney or other institution) starts to try to 
sol ve a problem'. 

Set 2 
I would be cxpcctcd to rake the initimive and tel! players ro sit back and 

should rcfrain from taking the initiative in these ınatters. According to so 
only if France takes the initiative is there a chance of success at 

elsewhere, women have seizcd the initiative. We've coıne a long way from the 
has his best cl1ance to se ize the initiative- or at lcast go somc \vay down 

pocket bcfore saying, 'Losing the initiatiYe can be disastrous.' It never 
then veto, thcrehy losing the initiative in its cfforts to isoiate Iraq. 

Here the phrase the initiative is used with verbs meaning 'take' or 
'lose'. 'Take the initiative' means 'start something and so gain an 
advantage over a competitor' w hile 'lose the initiative' ıneans 'fail to 
start something and so all o w a competitor togainan advantage'. 

Set3 
that rhe president ınust show morc initiative and Icadership on doınestic 
thin k and not to act on rheir own initiative. Only the elite are cncouragcd to 

had the imagination or initiative to read books that were not on 
cult. Greater enthusiasın and more initiative, together with the expansion of 

encouragc them to use thcir own initiative when lcarning. The modern 
the road and showed a lot of initiative'. 'She used to sit on my lounge 

failing, howevcr, was his lack of initiative and icadership in dcaling with 

Here the meaning is 'the quality of being able to do things without 
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being told'. Only the possessive (e.g. their, his) is used as a 
determiner; in most cases there ıs no determıner. . 

In short, the word initiative does no~ ha:e one meanıng_ l:ur 
severaL Distiır)"uishing between the meanıngs ıs a matter of dıstın
guishing betw:en patterns of usag~. An initiative or, a government 
initiative indicates the first meaıııng. TAKE!LOSE the initiative 
indicates the second meaning. A lot of initiative in?icates the thırd 
meaning. Meaning and phraseology are indistinguıshablc, and the 
concordance lines show both. 

The second example is a verb: CONDEMN. Again, thcre are 
several different meanings, and the concordance lines are grouped so 
that each set illustrates one meaning. 

'criticise' . . 
should be wclcomed rather than condemned and the most cnlıg,htened- not 
. s action, saying it rotally condcmncd any stcps violating the right of 

a Western-style democracy, which he condcmncd as 'bourgcois liberalism'. Bur_ 
The fable of rhe Bces was tricd and condemned asa public nuisancc hy the (.ra nd 

kader, Jean-Maric !c Pcn ""·hile condemning the desecration as ignobie 
involved in the talks yesterday, condcmncd the incidcnt as 'the dangeroııs 

'pass sentence' 
one that sixteen vcars !ater would condcmn him to dcath on cvcn morc 
peoplc who a feV:. days bcfore had condemncd him to death. Iro_nically, th~. 

seeret recesses of his own ınind and condemned them to dcportatıon. Even ıt he 

'scntenced to death' , 
advisory coınınittce, alrhough the condemned man had no right that _he shoulcı_ 

Thcn he would turn to face the condemncd man: 'YOLı who have s.ınned agaınst 
the death sentenccs of many of the condemncd prisoners, it urgcs that the 

'makc something bad happen' 
in restricting uniforms and condemning people ro wear tattercd dothes 

Many fear Fuerstcnberg's past will condemn it to being a ghost town, w;ppcd 
Four decades ago, Asia seemed condcmncd to povert~- Hal_f of Japans 

an in-person this decade and who is condcmncd to the socıal wılderness. Out 

As expected, each meaning is clearly associated with a particular 
pattern. The 'criticise' meaning, for example, ıs assocı~ted wıth the 
patterns 'condemn something' and 'condemn somethın~ a; _ sonıe
thing'. On the other han d, 'condemn someone to somethıng ıs use~ 
with both the 'make something bad happen' and the 'pass sentencef 
meanings suggesting that one may be a metaphorıc extensıoıı o 
the other.' The pattern 'condeınn someone to do something' (or the 
passive :be coııdemned to do something') always ındıca;es that tl:~ 
'somethına' ıs bad or undesırable. Thıs ıs true even when somethınv 
is not bal' on the surface. In the following example, a life of nursery 
nursing may not see m to be a terrible fa te to ınany p_e~ple,. but the 
phrase condemn her to indicates that Elaine would see ıt ın thıs way. 
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In Britain, despite a bad choice of school - 'mv parents didn 't k h , 
- and a ca 1 h . · < now t e system 

reers teac ler \V o trıed to condemn her t l'f f , E! · l o a ı e o nursery nursıng 
aıne got togetıer enough qualificarions ro go to teaeber training college.' 

In dea~h rf the examples above, the corpus search specified an 
ın ıvı u~ word. The association between meanina and pattern of 
u~e was ıllu~trated by words with several meanings, The other side of 
t e coın - ı at words wııh sımılar meanings ten d to share atterns
can be ıllustrated by searchıng for a phrase and noting the ~ords that 
freguent}y occur wııhın ıt, Thıs will be illustrated with the hrase or 
pattern ıt ,followed by BE followed by an adjecıive, follo~ed b a 
:hat-clausde, as ın ıı ıs apparent that fate iııterveııed, Below are y45 
ınes, ran omly selecıed, that illustrate the pattern, 

Co~t~:bl~ !on~s, Mr_ Casey sa!~. Ir is apparent that fa te intcrvencd rh 
e,_ance beıng a k ey factor, ıt was appropriare that joanne 

e~enıng of a ~h~nge <>!plan. lt w as dcar that Mr Chcrnomvrdin di d 
I can tell/c~u. hom h~s tonc it was clcar that Dick Ryle had had 

. pes_sııı:ıs.m and quıescence. Ir is clear that the Nobel Laureate's 
to dı_scredıt UN forces. By now it was dear that both the Croats and 

ın M.ccca to perform the haj. It is clear that the revolution in mas 
Unıon of Students said that ir is crucial that universirics ai ve a 

o ~dd th~ fatdul words: 'Btıt it is essential that wc end it~ such 
dgate Valley Counrry Park, and it \vas fitrino that rwo of th. . ' 

t result m· h h . . "' c cırys 
l l h 1? . t ccomc posıt.ıve. It is im portant that social \Vorkers 
ıea t. clınıc, o~ any hospıtal. It isimportant that the woman 

ew:ı up ıs .not so ımportarıt; but it is importanr that North Korea should 
ımpo~sıble. At the same time it is inevitab!c that those at home 

. rs to S~ıc~ Lettcrs. I suppose it was ineviralıle th<H this passionat~ 
ım to act.so out of character? It was ironic that Penelope's insistence 
co-o~eratıon, h?wever he said it was likely that Germany \Vouid have t 

ucıng three dıff:reııt products, it is Iikcly that managcmenr will be 
s and the qualıty ~f yo~r life. It is likdy that you will exhibit all 

. !:thal muscl~ wastı?~ dısease. It is likcly that any child with this 
)O, mcnt of thıs exquısıte pocın, it is necessary that the reader should 

. a ~amen attached and working. It is obvious that the chance of a 
zıng ı.ıı \Vonderınent about rhem. It \vas obvious that they believed thev 

h ıt had been contracted here, it was obvious that that was not \Vh~t 
And \V~ asked them and it was overwhelming that rhc the 

m parts of ev~r~ relation~hip. It is possiblc that your partner's mi! 
emplate for buıldıng proteıns- it is possible that the FraX - 1 xch o · . · proteın 1 
a~,e rransactıons ın Londo~. It is r~vealing that the Socialists who 

st t e en d o.f t~ıe year. Indeed ır was sıgnificant that the Jakarta 
eutha~asıa ıs a guess at best. Ir is surprising that, followino an 

other~. Some doctors have said it is suspicious that the pills ~amed 
r. as sımple as presented. While it is true that vertical integration 
ın the Old Testament, because it is true that it has been used for 
the PPI after Sturzo's exi!e it was truc that he had, . E _ . ' ' no expenence 

ur~p~~ns are_rwo-t~ırds :vrong. It is truc that the Turks are Musliıns, 
wıll requıre a hıgh-wıre act. It is true that Makolm Rifkind, the 
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e \vere absolurely anıazed and if it is true that St George 's Hall has 
him, but he couldn't hclp it. lt \vas typical that Robyn wotıld h<n·e 

said: 'In a civiliscd socicty, it is unacceptablc that women are 
in this Year of Remeınbrancc. It is unforttınate that the article nıadc 

i-govcrnmcnt protcsts. He s<ıid it w<ıs unfortunate that a mınıher of 
re foreign policy picnırc, that it is unfortunate that wc cannot have 

its policy on ımblic debate. lt is unlikcly that the second and third 
reccnt work has suggested rhat it is unlikcly that family boundary 

to rcsrify. In retrospect, ir is unlikcly that a US courr would 
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The adjectives that appear in ıbese lines are: appareııt, afJ/Jropriate, 
clear, crucial, essential, fitting, important, inevitable, ironic, !ikely, 
necessary, obvious, overwhelming, possible, reuealing, significant, 
surprising, suspicious, true, typical, unacceptable, unfortımate and 
ımlikely. Some of ıhese adjecıives occur several times, oıl1ers only 
once or twice: a larger sample of concordance lines would sho\V nıore 
examples of all these adjecıives, ıogether with oıhers- As noıed by 
Francis (1993; see also Francis et al 1998: 480-484), the adjectives 
all indicare an evaluation or judgemenı, specifically judgements of 
likelihood (iııevitable, likely, possible, ımlikely), clarity (appareııt, 
clear, obvious), necessity (crucial, essential, important, necessary), 
significance (revealiııg, sigııificaııt), goodness or badness (appro
priate, fittiııg, suspicious, uııacceptable, uııfortuııate), as well as a 
few other kinds of judgement (ironic, overwhelming, surprising, true, 

typical), 
A variation on this approach is the concept of 'frames', Frames are 

sequences of, usually, three words in which the first and !ası are fixed 
but the ıniddle word is not, Renouf and Sindair (1991), for example, 
list the following frames from a small corpus ( 1 O million words of 
written English; 1 million words of spoken English): 

a , , , of e,g, a lot of, a kiııd of, a number of, a couple, of, a matter of, 

a sort of, a series of; 
an , , , of e,g, aıı act of, aıı example of, an average of, an expressian 

of, an aiı- of, aıı element of; 
be , , , to e,g, be able to, be allawed to, be expected to, be said to, be 

put to, be made to; 
too ... to e.g. too late to, too nıuch to, too young to, too easy to, too 

small to, too close to; 
for , , , of e,g, for most of, for all of, for one of, for fear of, for both 

of, for same of, for lack of; 
had , , , of e,g, had eııough of, had pleııty of, had thought of, had 

heard of, had one of, had died of; 
ınaııy , , , of e,g, many thousaııds of, many years of, maııy kiııds of, 

many parts of, maııy millions of, 
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Each of these frames is frequent in the corpus used, much more 
frequent than any one of the triplets formed by it. For example in 
Renouf and Sinclair's corpus there are 3,830 occurrences of a .. : of 
but only 1,322 occurrences of the most frequent tripler with this 
fraıne - a lot of- and only 174 occurrences of the twentieth most 
frequent tripler - a quarter of. In other words, the frame as a who le 
has a numerical significance to the corpus which far outweiahs the 
significance of any one of the triplets. Not only that, but the f;ame is 
sıgnıficant to each word which occurs as the ıniddle item in it. Of all 
the instances of lot in the corpus, 53% of them are in the tripler a lot 
of 

When the triplets formed by each frame are exaınined it is found 
that the ıniddle words are ~ot a random selection, bu; belong to 
partıcular meanıng groups. For exaınple, the words that are found 
most frequently with many ... of in Renouf and Sinclair's corpus fal! 
into these groups: 

words indicating numbers: e.g. thousands, millions, hundreds 
words indicating a type or aspect: e.g. kinds, ways, aspects, types, 

varıetıes 

words indicating a length of time: e.g. years, hours 
words indicatİng a group of people or things: e.g. nıembers, 

exanzples, species. 

. Fr~mes are particularly useful because programs can be written to 
ıdentıfy them automatically, without the rescareher knowina or 
guessing in advance what they will be. They show part of wh~t is 
typıcal ın a corpus and, because they incorporate variation, they are 
ınuch more frequent than fixed phrases are. Fraınes and patterns are 
an alternatıve to the very general statements made by most grammars 
and the very specific statements that can be made about the collo
cations of each individual word in a language. Because of this, they 
~nıght be a good starting point for organising the way that language 
ıs presented to learners. Frames are particularly useful when looking 
at a specıalısed corpus, and can be used as the basis for investigating 
the language of a discipline (Luzon Marea 2000). Chapter 6 can
sıders thıs poınt further. Corpus-based work on fraınes has been 
carried out on languages other than English; Butler (1998), for 
exaınple, considers frames in Spanish. 

Observing detail 

So far ':e have seen how concordances can be used to give very 
general ıdeas about the ways that words behave and the meanings 
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:hat can be associated with patterns. Any work with concordances, 
however, tends to lead to more specific observations ab~ut the 
behaviour of individual words. For example, the nouns advıce and 
ANSWER, among others, are often followed by as to and a ciause 
beginning with a wh- word. In the cas~ of eacl~ of these nouns, 
however, more detail can be added to thıs patternıng. For ex~n~ple, 
ad vi ce as to often follows a ver b indicating 'getting', 'gıvıng', 
·wanting' or 'offering'. The fallawing are ten randamly selected 
concordance lines, with the relevant words underlıned. 

women, had surrcptitiously asked his advicc as to whcthcr tl~c (~rthod~x Church 
meeting was invalid. rm seeking advice as to my reınedıes ın relanon to 

Ins~cad of providiııg medical advice as to why this m ay have occı.ırred, 
Metropolitan Opera, in order to SS:! advice as to where I sh:nıld l~e scnt ın 

Erm I' d !ike soıne advice as to how Kcy Stagc l·our would er 
though thcrc was no practicab!e advicc as to ho\v this could_be done 

of food altergics you should takc advice as to the best way ot alterı_ng your 
with water and said I would necd his advicc as to how to cut around hıs cars 
picnics, petty economies, wholesomc advice as to how to succecd in life. and , 

Youthfully dispcnsing criticisın and advice as to how they could and should oo 

ANSWER as to tends to follow the same kind of verb, underlined 
below. In addi tion, it often follows a phrase indicating either that a 
clear answer is not available, or that to give a clear answer ıs dıfficult 
or uııexpected, as showıı in bold below. 
1 Picasso. There is no dcfinitivc answer as to who \vas the greatest,'' said 
2 readers who can ~us a pcrsuasive answer as to why the narrator is ma le or 
3 t want to \vait fourreen da vs for an answcr as ro wherher they can get a 
4 that lawyers could not~ a clear answer as to what "\V~nıld _happen if the_ Bil 
5 means. Therc can only be one answer as to \vhcrc Croarıa could possıbly 
6 \Vaving his hands to demand an answcr as to "\vhethcr Labour wouldjoin a 
7 Well, I can't give you an exact answer as to what he ~1as: Rcpo~tcr .): 
8 But no one reallv has a concrete answer as to why the ıncıdencc ıs 
9 will one day prc~ent us wirh the answcr as to wlıat chen:ica~.~hange_tak_cs 
10 seemed disturbed. He evcn had an answcr as to why no scıcntıtıc puhlıcano 
11 reason whv there must be a sin~lc answer as to the relative cffects of 
12 not onlv. for a curc, but also for ans\vers as to why we suffcr from :;udı hig 
13 searchers iıope to find some of the al1S\VCrs as to why the virus is 
14 Presidcnt to demand of him clcar answcrs as to how the plan stood. Lconida 
15 re h;mper~d by the lack of mcdic::ıl answcrs as to why many miscarriagcs 

For some lines, a short concordance line is not sufficient to sho\v 
the negativity and it is necessary to obtain more co-text. Two 
examples from these lines are: 
3 The public don't want to wait fourrcen days for an answcr as to whcthcr they can ger 

a ınortgagc on a house. 

9 It mav well be that science or medical rescarclı will one day prcscnt us with the 
answer a~ to what chemical change takcs placc in the body of the alcoholic ... But. to 
da te, no answer has hccn forthcoming. 
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This suggests, that a_nswer as to is part of a phrase which might be 
expressed as ]negatıve] ]clear] aııswer as to ]wh-word.J' Tb _ 
wordina is not fi d l . . . . . e precısc 

. t:ı xe , Jut ıt ıs constraıned within limits. As we shail 
see ın chapter 6, a great dea] of English is made up of sequences ;; 
~ııs ty:ecl and ıt raıses a problem as to how the phraseology is to be 
t esc[ nh e ında]' useful way. The sequence '[negative] [cleaı·] aıısıuer as 

0 

1
w -wor may well apply to only this noun which ınakes i• 

use ess as a generalı'sat· A 1 '. ' ıon. more genera expressıoıı '[get] NOU'\" 
as to [wh-wford]' could be applied to advice and aıısıueı·, but would 
mıss some o the essentıal detail. 

Coping with a lot of data: using phraseology 

Onf of the problems brought about by the inercasing size of corpora 
ıs t ıat searches for frequeııt words will yicld too much data to be 
ınterpretable ın the form of concordance lines. A corpus-user can 
~robably cope wıth lookıng at, at any one time, about 100 linesfor 
beneral patterns and about 30 lines for detailed patterns. lf the word 
uı~ıer ınv~stıgatıon ıs a freq~ent one, such a smail number of lines 
:ı not s ow all ~he patternıng, and slightly differeııt methods may 

e employed. Sınclaır (1999) advocates selectı.ııa 30 r d ı· d · h . o _an om ınes 
an notıng t e patterns ın them, then selecting a different 30 notin~ 
the new patterns, then anather 30 and so on, uııtil further selection~ 
of 30 lınes no langer vıeld anything new An adapt t' f h' ] d · 'h h '. ' . · a ıon o t ıs 
me~ıo ısb ypot esıs testıng', in which a smail selection of linesis 
use ts a as;' foraset of hypotheses about patterns. Other searches 
are~ ı~n emp oyed to test those hypotheses and form new ones This 
met o wıll be demonstrated using two frequent nouns· suc: 
G ESTI O N and point. . 

Suggestion 

Jo begin, here are 20 randam concordance lines for the noun 
UGGESTION, sorted one to the right of the node-word: 

insistcncc always that it \\'3S hif; suggestion; and if it turned our to be a 

I~lan~, and Lady Stallard. Sııggestions are being soughr by the Hisror 
t e~c s IlCYer ~ sh?rrage of sug._ı:;estions as to whar's on in rown and \Ve 

a a_nd ~ontrovcrsıal fı~ld. The Suggcsrions for Funhcr Reading list sevcra 
' n~;,;~~ ,1 c~ntrc :hat wıl.l h(~ld. Suggestions for Discussion. Why does Russell 

~ t, e 10,0 awaıts the lıvelıcst suggestion for the name of the placc and the 
to lca~ns, ,alt~10ugh rhcre \\:ere suggestions he was unhappy with the safetv 
l t lC ~m s~ ot Lords; therc ısa suggestion !ega! ad visers ro the Guinness ' 
:c \vas 10?ıng I \Vould fail. My suggestions never got pasthis dcsk He . 

I-Iaı!sham saıd. Rcsponding to the suggestion of rem<;ving the r~maini.ng 
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lettcr and sry!c. Erm the suggcstion of how you write it pa st 
signed.' Andrew \vas angercd at suggestions that he ı-esigned because he had 

George Hannaford rejected a suggestion that the Governmcnt dclay the 
QUEENSLAND Softball officials' suggestion that Baliyınare should he the 

of an an kle injury. There \VCre suggestions that midfielder Todd Vi ney would 
party programmc, and agreed to his suggestion that the party should hold a 

since the war, has rejecred suggestions that thcre should be a 
nor di d I ever he;ı,r the slightest sug._~esrion that wc should do othcnvisc 

have becn interrogated. Anothcr suggestion that somerhing ıvas going on. The 
has nevcr becn any suggestion that his action is anyrhing other 
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These lines show that SUGGESTION is frequently followed by a 
:sıite clause, either introduced by that or not. lt is also followed by as 
:.>,for and of. To investigate this behaviour further, anather 50 lines 
::c: selected, but this time the lines in which SUGGESTION is 
:c:!iowed by a finite clause are deleted (as no further evidence is 
::eeded for this), as arelinesin which SUGGESTION simply behaves 
-2:S an ordinary noun, as in My suggestions neuer got fJast his desk. 
The remaining lines are as follows: 

to us. One key reflcction: many suggestions for dassic Hollywood and 
and find a centrc that wi!l hold. Suggestions for Discussion. \XIhy docs Russe 

Hailsham said. Responding to the suggestion of rcınoving the rcnıaining 
advcrtising. Send information :md suggcstions of relcvant book/articles to 

quitc the contrary. So no suggcsrion of a coup? The \VOrd w;ıs floating 
dispute at \X1apping. Thcre werc sug,_~cstions of Ol"ganised violcnce on the 
becanıe the Royal Arsenal at the suggcstion of George III, when he pa id a 

a helping hand? The pancl's suggesrion of giving the aurhoritics power 
hour, if yoll !ike, so thcre's no suggestion of office harassınent. Prcsunıably 

said. Hesmiledat her with no suggestion of parronization, no sense of 
himself from the caurious suggestion of the Trcasury"s post-crash 

travel is bearing fruit. Our suggcstion torun weekday trains evcry 20 
down the dust; there was evcn a suggestion to pipe scawatcr from Brighton 
General Shinraro Abc. The clear suggestion was that they bad decided to 

These lines confirın that SUGGESTION is frequently followed by 
. There are two lines in which it is followed by for, but no lines in 

which it is followed by as to. On the other han d, a new pattern seems 
:o be emerging, in which the noun is followed by a to-infinitive ciause 
·"' suggestioıı to pipe seaıuater). There is also a variation of rhe that
c!ause, in which the clause follows a link ver b (The clear suggestioıı 
:cas that they had decided . .. ). The behaviours of SUGGESTION 
ior which there has not been nıuch evidence so far can now be tested 
using searches for individual combinations of words: SUGGESTION 
for, SUGGESTION to, and SUGGESTION as to. 

Erst, SUGGESTION for occurs over 1,000 times in the Bank of 
English corpus, confirıning the hypothesis that for is a significant part 
of the way SUGGESTION behaves. Below is a randoın selection 
from these linesfor illustration: 
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Tlıamcs TV has rcjectcd this suggestion for its annua! aınatcur tournarnem 
for the arms clampd<nvn and the suggcstion for the mccting came from the 

Therc have been ntımcrous stıggestions for darifying decision~rnaking 
the home throughout rhe year, with suggestions for sceııted indoor plants, 

He was alsa doubrful of Italian suggestions for merging the organisation 
polish a tclescope nıirror, and add suggestions for bui!ding an observatory from 
a variety of imagiııal deviccs and stıggcstions for pa in control. Bcfore you 

repair strategies? Whar other suggestions for repairing a relationship by 
conhısing passages, and o ffer suggestioııs for revisioıı. Togerher, through 

union and in conıc tent<1:tive suggestions for institutioııa/ reforms to 

We might further note that suggestions is more frequent than 
suggestion in this pattern, and that for is as likely to be followed by ;c 

present participle (for repairing a relationship) as by a no un (for t>ai,; 
control). 

Next, a search for SUGGESTION to followed by the base form of 
a verb yields just over 200 lines. These lines need irıterpreting. 
however. In some cases, the to-infinitive ciause is dependent on a 
word other than SUGGESTION. For example, suggestion sametimes 
follows HA VE (c.g. I have a siınfJle suggestion to ınake) and 
exeınplifies one of the ways that HA VE behaves (e.g. have a book tc 
read). In terms of the specific behaviour of SUGGESTION, then. 
these lines can be discounted. Of the reınaining lines, some are !ike 
these: 

NTUC afrer he acceptcd the NTUC's suggcstion to contest in the prcsidcntial 
of ıııy friends the post-hypnoric sııggcstioıı to frcezc at my comınand. 

officia!s say they opposc American suggestions ro indude European countrics 
liongkong Bank has blirhely ignored suggestioııs ro rcleasc it, \vhich secms a 

In these lines, the to-infinitive ciause explains what the suggestion 
is. For exaınple, someone in the NTUC said, 'I think you should 
cantest in the presidential eleeti on', or something !ike that. Therefore, 
the to-infinitive ciause is an important part of the behaviour of 
SUGGESTION. In the following lines, however, the ıneaning is 
different, and the to-infinitive ciause means something !ike 'in order 
to': 

the rescuc "''ith 30 sanity-saving suggestioııs to ma kc this sunımcr a holiday 
listcncr ınay also have idcas and suggcstions ro help you ger starteel 
turned down soıne of the daftcr suggesrioııs ro sa ve coal 

These dauses do not tel! us what the suggestion is, but what it 
does. For exaınple, no-one said 'I think you should make this 
summer a holiday to reınember', or anything !ike that. In fact, we do 
not know (yet) what the thirty suggestions are, only what they are 
designed to achieve. The conclusion is that SUGGESTION does 
have a patterıı in which it is followed by a to-infinitive, but that 
pattern is not exemplified by all 200 lines of SUGGESTION to. 
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Fnall there are almost seventy examples in the Bank of English 
,~UG~ESTION followed by as to. In nearly every case, .as to ı~ 

, ... ~}owed by a ciause beginning with a wh-word (what, where, hou.,, 
when, who, which), as in these examples: 

had asked for constructivc suggcsrions as to how th~ t~~f~~)L~I~ ;~i, ht 
The re have heen suggesrions as to how thıs ı ıc~ t) " 

of unemployıncnt, w hile giving suggc,~t~ons as to h~~\~'t t~r~~~:1~·:t:hti~efrom 
fnıcas and the navcl. Any suggcstıons as to \\' ' . 

Crol! asked Salter if he had any suggcstions as w where B~ad~'_n:ıghr -b~" 
this power pby to emınter Chris's suggcstion as to why the car ısn t stad"1" 

. b ı d to test hypotheses so that Thus concordance lınes can e se ecte ' d f 
, . d t need to exanıine everv one of thousan s o ·-~ corpus-useı oes no ' d b h . 

·~~~·"'s to obtain a reasonably accurate picture of how a. wor e 3\·.es. 
,, the d wıll l)e used to deseribe the behavıour of an ev en ~ ":e same me ) 

·::o re frequent noun: fJoint. 

., Jint r. 

The noun point is an extremely freguent word in ~nglish: the B~n~ oı 
~::alish corpus has almost 100,000 instances. (lt ıs also afworı·: at; 
,·~.ıü • d fi d ·r way ınto verv nv ISLS oı .. ;._., many other frequent w or s, n s ı s · d 
:~~abulary.) Below are a mere 20 randamly selected concor ane~ 
:;ıes to illustrate the wide variety of ways the word ıs used. The 
-hraseology of /70il1t is highlighted by bol d type. . 
. K. k .. the 'bi" idea' sclling point of Lahour's ncxr clectıon .. 

:ı 

ınnoc c1S " • f . a vote of no conhdcncc Thcv told him thev wcre on the poınt o passıng . . 
1 , has atta ek ed ;he docuınent point by poin~. In pa~r ıt says Pr.ın~ac t1<ıS 

nvestino in the lmrgeoning Kangaroo Poinr residentıal prccınct. lvlr Dıc!~ . 
, !! ~ot he emirely fini~hcd at this point, a~1.d thcrcforc be. prq:a,red foı 

vou. Thank you for making the point. Nıcc to .ralk to ;.o~ı. b;._c. !·· . 
, Mm Therc's no point in us tryıng to mak ca ı..:ot: d:r.ıı: 

the military Comınandc.rs madc the point that tl?erc wa; a limit .to tl~~~:.~::) 
Commonwcalth.' To underiine that point, he sa ıd that ~.rance \\·as r~t ,' . 
li sh the black comedy. Even at the point ~t ~Yhi~h. the l:.ın;ance .~-ı:~ \\as 

ı () [ı C facc of it he has a point: ır ıs dıffıcult to ,ı nd, clıffıc.u!t rna s. n 1 ' , l · · Jc, -, 

in facr, is at perhaps the wcakest point in its 10-.year ıısrory ·ı.n O·.':cl.j. ~ 
Cilr to have renchcd a turning-point in your lı fe, bur that hl1plıc<> \1 .. 1' 

u a~~r ~he !orrv. Fortunatcly at this point a group o: childr~n caınc w:ılkı~ıg 
. . 'k·ıı fı·tJm the <>roup point of vicw. 1hcrc wıll also be opcı,YOtır traınıno s ı "" . _ c • , . ~ 

ı~ıe bur that ~vasn'r the poiııt. The point was to makc hı~ıı yearıı ı or ı:c:, ,o 
• ' ' l! , f A kcv point in the dcbate wıl! be dctcrmınıng d dıargc a reasona ) c cc. · . . 

1 
ı·ıı ~ ~ ·~. 1 

, (" . . a prove the point In nch Indıan -ı ' ,or .:x,u11p c, 
greater .ıncınnarı are, . · . . { · ]8(7 ~her·· i1 ;ıyc frhe 19th century, rcsigningon a poınt of~nncıphc ınd'h' ,k:· ı"~ form 

B ı P int bchınd s owc t c ı.ıc Oı 20 successive win. But arce ona, a o , . . 

E ch of the phraseolocries noticed here can be used as the startıng 
noi;.:: for other searches~ The search may be based on w hat comes 


